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QUESTION 1

An application must validate postal codes for Canadian customers to match the pattern A1A 1A1, where A represents a
letter and 1 represents a number. Which two configuration options allow you to ensure that a user provides a valid
postal code? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure a drop-down control to select the postal code based on the specified city and province. 

B. Configure an edit validate rule to test that the entered postal code conforms to the required pattern. 

C. Configure the postal code field as a text property with a required input field. 

D. Configure a validate rule to test that the entered postal code conforms to the required pattern. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the relationship between pyWorkPage and case data? 

A. pyWorkPage timestamps all the data generated while creating and processing a case. 

B. pyWorkPage stores all the data pages generated when a case resolves. 

C. pyWorkPage stores all the case data generated while creating and processing a case. 

D. pyWorkPage stores all the data pages generated when a case resolves. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://pegasystems2.http.internapcdn.net/pegasystems2/student_guides/c1225-student-guide.pdf (186) 

 

QUESTION 3

An application contains two case types, AutoClaim and PropertyClaim. The inheritance path for the application contains
three copies of the pyDefault data transform that set property values for two properties, Work Item Urgency and Prefix. 

If the Call data transforms in superclass option is enabled for each data transform, what are the values of Work Item
Urgency and Prefix when a user creates a PropertyClaim case? 
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A. Work Item Urgency = 10, Prefix = [no value] 

B. Work Item Urgency = 0, Prefix = "C-" 

C. Work Item Urgency = 10, Prefix = "C-" 

D. Work Item Urgency = 20, Prefix = "A-" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

While running a process, you notice that a read-only field on a form contains a value. Which tool allows you to
determine if a declare expression was used to calculate the value? 

A. Declarative network 

B. Clipboard tool 

C. The Tracer 

D. Live UI 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your online shopping application serves international customers. You need to define a Data Page that holds currency
exchange rates. All users accessing the application need to use the information. The Scope of this Data Page should be
set to ________________. 

A. Application 

B. Node 

C. Thread 

D. Requestor 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://myknowpega.com/2017/05/13/data-pages/ 
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